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一点一滴，改变中国制造Company Introduction

Established in 2010, Flexem is a company to provide 
advanced intelligent products and solutions for industrial 
manufacturing companies, and is committed to applying 
Internet technology to the field of industrial automation. 
Flexem’s products includes Flexem cloud platform, 
intelligent communication products, capacitive and resistive 
HMI, PLC, etc, which are widely used in air conditioners, 
water supplying, environmental protection, building 
automation, medical industry, boilers, energy management, 
machinery manufacturing, agricultural devices, electrical 
devices, etc.

繁易—FLEXEM
Meaning : Turn Complexity  Into Simplicity

FLEXEM
The Combination of Flexible and Embedded

Meaning：Flexible Embedded System Development  and 

Design
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Shanghai: Head Office, R&D Center

Technical platform design, products research and 

customization. 

Shenzhen: Logistic Center, Factories

Products purchasing, manufacturing, testing, design, 

develop, customization &transportation.

Technical support and sales for South China.

Suzhou: Technical Support & Sales Center

Technical support and sales center for East China. 

With sales offices in Suzhou, Wuxi, Hangzhou, Jinan, Qingdao, Shenyang, Wuhan, Changsha, etc.  Service capabilities cover 

the whole country, and in South Korea, India, Israel, Germany, Turkey, Canada, Thailand, Mexico, Columbia, Iran etc.
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Mission

Create the most 

innovative automation 

products in the world.

Dreams

Change fixed opionion of 

low quality products,and 

improve day by day.

+

Corporation Mission

ON THE WAY

A little by a little, we will 

change the world.

=
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Flexem cloud platform is a set of program to send the data distributed across a large number 

of devices to the Internet through computer or mobile phone to achieve running status

monitoring,data analysis and devices management.

Flexem Cloud---Internet of Machines System      
With the Internet (Ethernet, GPRS, 3G, 4G, etc.), connecting the field industrial devices to the 
remote cloud data center, and achieve remote data monitoring, devices diagnosis, program 
maintenance and fault alarming service through the cloud data center, provide a simple and 
reliable industrial Internet solution for users.
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1. Remote data monitoring, software downloading, alarm setting, historic data storage, etc.

2. A  large number of devices connect online at the same time, stable and reliable, high data transfer speed.

3. Cloud server configuration, support multiple clients access at the same time and different locations.

4. Data are directly transferred to the Internet, IT developers do not need to know a lot of automation knowledge,  automation 

developers do not need to know the knowledge of IT.

5. Cloud server supports distributed architecture, strong expandability, and can expand the server conveniently according to the 

actual needs , support load balancing.

6. Unique account sharing settings, different people can see different devices data in the same platform, simple to operate, no need  

establish a number of sets of systems.

7. Open interface, the system supports various interfaces , it is convenient for different developers to access the system.

n Device

       FBox connects device controller, HMI and meter, etc.

n Cloud Server

        Flexem cloud server group or private cloud server built by user

n Application software

       PC Client/WEB Client

   Mobile APP

   OPC

   HTTP/SDK interface
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FBox is a kind of intelligent  transmission
terminal for industrial Internet.

What is FBox ?

Connecting PLC, inverter, gauges of field devices through the 

serial ports or Ethernet, and transmit data to the remote 

server through Ethernet, GPRS, 3G, 4G, etc, to achieve data 

monitoring, remote upgrading, fault alarming and other 

functions
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n FBox-4G(E)       

 Used for most European and Asian countries,it supports Ethernet connection, program downloading and PLC program monitoring online.

FDD LTE:B1/B3/B5/B7/B8/B20  UMTS: B1/B5/B8  GSM:850/900/1800/1900MHz

n FBox-4G(A)

 Used mainly for American area and countries. GPRS FBox , GPRS and Ethernet. It supports China Unicom and mobile GPRS.

n FBox(VPN)
4G Fbox. support 4G and Ethernet. 4G for the full Netcom, China Unicom /mobile 2/3/4G and telecom 4G, It supports software downloading.

FBox Product Series

Model FBox(VPN) FBox-4G(A) FBox-4G(E) 

Connection Ethernet EthernetGSM: 
850/1900MHzUMTS: 

B2/B4/B5FDD LTE: 
B2/B4/B5/B12/B17 

EthernetGSM:850/900/1800/1900
MHzUMTS: B1/B5/B8FDD LTE: 

B1/B3/B5/B7/B8/B20

Serial Ports 3 3 3

Ethernet PLC Support Support Support

Monitoring Data NO. 300 500 500

Remote Programming/Remote 
Debugging

Support Support Support
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The cloud server is used to connect a large number of FBox devices in the field, and achieve the function of connecting 
management, data acquisition,storage and transfer of a lot of remote devices. Cloud server is the center of the IMS system, and it 
is a bridge to connect the field devices and the client.

Model Flexem Cloud Server Private Cloud Server

Characteristic
Users can use the Flexem cloud server 
services directly, no need to set up their own 
servers

Users need to provide computer servers, 
installed in their own servers

Price Free / value-added service charge Software cost, implementation fee, upgrade 
and maintenance fee
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WEB client

Access directly
Cross platform
Do not support remote
downloading

1 PC client

Remote monitoring and 
downloading
Data Read-write
Fault-alarming
Historical data recording

2 WeChat

Account management
Alarming push

3 Mobile client

Android/iOS
Alarming push
Do not support remote
downloading

4

 Client Software

Flexem provides clients as below:
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OPC Server

OPC &Flexem Cloud Services
 

If you need to use the configuration software, you can use the 
Flexem OPC Server software, then configuration software is 
connected to the Flexem cloud platform as OPC Client.

HTTP and SDK interface
If you need to build your own data center for data analysis 
and management, develop mobile APP or Web platform by 
yourself,  you can use the HTTP or SDK interface provided by 
Flexem, and develop computer application software by 
Flexem or yourself.

l Device Communication and Connection

l Remote Data monitoring 

l Remote Downloading and Testing

l SMS/WeChat/APP Alarming Push

l Historical Data and Cloud Data Storage

l HTTP/SDK Interface Services

l Financial Leasing and Remote Locking

l Support mainstream PLC communication protocol  

l Configure communication parameters and devices locally , can also configure 
remotely through PC client

l Various interfaces are available, support RS232,RS485,Ethernet, etc.
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        Update device procedures remotely, to achieve devices data rapidly. 

l You can analyze and optimize devices procedures through data monitoring, and then update remotely, 

remove the BUG and improve the performance.

l Program optimization, performance optimization and algorithm improvement can be realized based 

on the software,  and iterative development can be realized by remote downloading

                Debug the program remotely, to analyze the causes of the field fault.

l You can find the causes of the field fault quickly through remote debugging process.

l More accurate fault location, from which users can know what to modify in the scene if need

          Avoid problems by modifying the fault program.

l You can find the causes of the field fault quickly through remote debugging program.

Remote Downloading and Testing
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        SMS alarming sending

l Set alarming group and phone number according to different alarming levels

l Set alarming condition and contents remotely

l All FBox models support SMS alarming

l SMS is sent via cloud server instead of mobile phone card

                      WeChat alarming sending

l Subscribe FBox WeChat public number, bind account to achieve WeChat sending

l Scan the left FBox public number in WeChat, Subscribe and bind 

  APP alarming sending

l Install Android or IOS APP, to achieve APP alarming sending

l Scan the left APP download QR code in WeChat

l Select "open in the browser" in the pop-up page

SMS/WeChat/APP Alarming Sending

FBox WeChat subscription

FBox Mobile APP download
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        Alarming setting

                After client's defination, you can get the alarming by SMS, WeChat and mobile APP.

               Historical data&cloud data storage

l You can define historical data, cloud storage, and cloud query remotely.

l Data can be exported to the EXCEL table, cloud storage time is determined by the size of the cloud.

l A local backup is in the FBox, the data will not disappear when FBox is disconnected from the network, 

and FBox can be uploaded automatically after network recovery.

l Locally stored in FBox memory, SD card or U-disk

                         With devices running recorder,  the accidents can be traced

l Query the operating parameters of the specified production process, tracing quality issues

l Trace back to the operating parameters of the accident, positioning the responsibility of the accident

Alarming Setting& Historical Data Storage
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     Connect configuration software quickly and conveniently through OPC

l Install FBox OPC server, free of charge within 200 points.

l Support WINCC, Kingview, three-dimensional power control and other mainstream industrial control 

configuration softwares

l Configure monitoring points in FBox client, login the same account in OPC server then labels can be exported 

l Suitable for fixing the monitoring program of accessing points , not convenient to dynamically add the 

monitoring devices.

     SDK/HTTP  Interface

l Use the SDK function interfaces developed by the ”.Net” or Web API based on HTTP

l With all authorities, including adding FBox, set data monitoring, historical data, fault alarm, etc.

l Full function, but the programming is relatively complex

  

OPC/SDK/HTTP Interface ServicesOPC/SDK/HTTP Interface Services
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                    Remote monitoring and locking machine

l Remote locking

l Can choose whether to lock or not when Signal interrupt / removing SIM card / power off occurs

l Can be locked when the controller connecting cable is disconnected

l The controller and FBox password are interlocked, difficult to crack

                    Account and Authority

l All users need  apply for an account in Flexem cloud platform

l Each box has only one owner account, which can perform all functions

l The owner can share each box to other accounts, and other people can see the data of the box

l When sharing, you can set the authority, choose to share all or part of functions to others

Remote Monitoring,Account and Authority
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l There are lots of after-sales engineers, and each engineer is responsible for one 

region. The manager of the sales department is the owner of all boxes, and the 

serial number of all the devices is added to his account.  He can see all the data 

and share some boxes information to the corresponding engineer, who can 

only see the box he is in charge of,  and could not see the rest of the boxes. 

Every account is working independently.

l As boilers devices manufacturer, every customer requires to see the boiler's 

data's previous solution he purchased. And only a set of monitoring system can 

be established for every customer, so a large number of monitoring systems 

shall be established to be provided to different customers. But by Flexem 

platform, the manufacturer only need to establish one set of monitoring system 

,to transfer all the boilers information to the Flexem cloud platform, then 

different customers can apply for different accounts, and the manufacturers 

can provide them with the data of the boilers they  purchased by sharing 

function.

Sharing Function 
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   Looking forward to cooperating with you !

A little by a little, we will change the world.


